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  Unit #3 and 4  Test 
Test will be in four sections

Part A | Identification of Art Works

Part B | Definition of Terms

Part C | Matching Terms

Part D | Short Written Answer



PART A: Identification of Art Works

In the test you will be shown 4 images that you have 
studied in class. You must identify the artist, (last 
name spelled correctly), title and style or technique. 
You will also be asked to answer one question about 
each artwork. 

(One mark for each correct identification/answer for 
a total of 4 marks x 4 questions = 16 marks.)

Knowledge 



page 14, Unit #3



Answers

Artist: Bruegel the Elder

Title: “The Peasant Wedding”

Style: Renaissance

Nickname: the “Peasant” Bruegel



page 21, Unit #3



Artist:  William Kurelek

Title: “Polish Wedding at Kazuby”

Style: Realism

Award: Member of the Order of Canada

Answers



page 13, Unit #4



Artist:  Wesley Bates

Title: “Commedia 

Media/Technique: Relief print

Other Media: printmaker and painter

Answers



page 15, Unit #4



Artist:  Scott McKowen

Title: “Illustration for Oliver Twist” 

Media/Technique: Scratchboard

Specialties: Illustrations for books and theatres

Answers



Identify the artist, title and the 
style/media or technique.

What was the nickname given to this artist due to his 
choice of the working class people as painting 
subjects?

*unit 3 pages 14 and 21 - unit 4 pages 13 and 15

In the slide that follows



PART B: Definitions

You will choose to define 6 of 12 possible terms. 
For each term you must provide 3 points or 
examples. You must use complete sentences.

(One mark for each point/example for a total of
3 x 6 = 18 marks.)

Knowledge and Communication



The Renaissance Period Scratchboard
Relief Print Tertiary Colours
Print Edition Tint/Shade Chart
Monochromatic Harmony Hue
The Colour Wheel Pigment/Binder/Medium
Colour Harmony Secondary Colours

Full list of terms



Provide three points/examples to define the 
following, (3 marks x 6 questions = 18 marks).

The Renaissance Time Period

For the following term



• cultural movement that lasted from the 14th to the 
17th century

• began in Florence, Italy then spread to the rest of 
Europe

• term means “rebirth” in French referring to the 
rediscovery of Greek and Roman arts and sciences

•Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo were 
Renaissance artists - “Peasant Wedding by Bruegel the 
Elder is a painting from this period



PART C: Matching

You will match 10 terms with 10 descriptions by 
placing the correct letter in the blank.

(1 mark x 10 questions = 10 marks).

Knowledge



1. __c__ pigment            c) A fine powder that gives 
paint

                 its colour  made from organic
                 or inorganic sources.



PART D: Short Answer
You will write about 1 of 2 possible questions in 
complete sentences, 
(10 marks x 2 questions =10 marks).
ie. 
Describe the steps taken to create a relief print using 
linoleum block.  Make sure you clearly describe each 
of the main stages of the process using complete 
sentences and paragraph format.  Make sure you 
explain about indirect printing, editions and artist 
proof’s in your answer.

Communication



PART D: Short Answer
OR 

Explain what the Renaissance time period is.  Make 
sure you clearly describe the dates and country/
countries involved using complete sentences and 
paragraph format.   Discuss accomplishments and 
the different types of art made in this era making 
use of examples and artists studied in class to 
provide detail for your answer.

(* find detailed information on page 15 of Unit 3)

Communication


